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in the May 2012 issue:

When Fred Wah, the recently
announced Poet Laureate of Canada,
visited Windsor in March, our city
really got its money’s worth: in
addition to giving a big community
reading and discussion with Marty
Gervais at the Capitol Theatre
downtown, Wah led a talk on
poetics with a graduate course at
the University of Windsor, spoke
in undergrad classes, and sat on an MA thesis defense
committee (full disclosure: it was mine). As much as I was
intimidated by Wah—it is always a little scary to speak
to, or even just see in person the poets you have studied
in school through their texts, to encounter face-to-face
the people in the author photos on the back of your
books—I was equally excited to hear his take on today’s
poetry. With the office of Poet Laureate, and, as Wah
argues in the interview featured in this issue, with poetry
in general, comes a certain assumption of stuffiness, oldfashionedness, and general boredom (and often confusion).
I can’t count the number of times I’ve been faced
with blank stares and raised eyebrows when I mention to
offSIDE is an e-magazine operated by Black Moss Press, a Canadian
publishing house in operation for more than 40 years. offSIDE publishes
poetry, fiction, non-fiction and photography with a taste for innovation.
Send submissions to offsidezine@gmail.com.
Produced in cooperation with the University of Windsor English Department

offSIDE’s
mouthful
of the month:

pg. 21 /kids these days are horrible at finding socks for the elderly.

Kate Hargreaves
Managing Editor, offSIDE
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a friend or an acquaintance that I write, or read, poetry. To ask many people what a poem is, what a good poem is, what a popular
poem is, means hearing grimacing replies about Wordsworth, daffodils, or painful high school experiences “deciphering” what
poetry “means.” What is most exciting about Wah is that he emphasizes doing something new with poetry. As he told Lance writer
Sarah Hurst, “Find out what’s been done. Find out what’s new, what’s possible.”
Since that is exactly what we hope to do here at offSIDE, find the new, the possible, and share these works with our
readers, I’m delighted to re-print (oh the irony!) Wah’s interview from The Lance in this issue alongside some refreshing poetry
that definitely plays with the idea of what one can do with language. We have new work from Jess Taylor, Priscilla Bernauer, Brian
Jansen and Sarah Morris alongside a preview of Betsy Struthers’ forthcoming Black Moss book All That Desire: New and Selected
Poems. Even as this collection functions as a sort of “best of so far” for Struthers’ long poetic career, the sense of the new comes
through, not only with the fresh poems set alongside older works, but with Struthers’ decision to edit and publish brand new
versions of the selected work. She talks more about her editing process and her infuences on page four.
Descant editor and past offSIDE feature Karen Mulhallen takes a reader and editor’s approach to “whats been done...what’s
new, what’s possible,” in this month’s guest column, as she lets offSIDE in on her reading habits, and how reading, writing, and
editing all blend together for this “library comorant.”
Our photography feature this month takes on the old, the new and the possible in its own way as well, as photographer
Julie Sando finds beauty and excitement in what might be considered the mundane: fading advertisements in store windows, the
colours, shapes, and typography we all walk past every day as pedestrians without a second thought. Sando is a flaneur with a
camera phone, capturing the old, the faded, and the in-process transformation into the new.
Between our own (digital) covers, offSIDE too is revelling in the fresh and the new. Our March issue makeover received
some great responses from our Twitter followers (featured poet @kevintshaw called it “Beautiful!” and @kikifolle, last issue’s
Amanda Earl, said the new design “looks lovely!”) We love to hear from our Twitter followers, so be sure to follow us @
offsidezine and tweet your thoughts on the new issue, or anything else you want us to know! If it’s new, if it’s fresh, if it’s
innovative, we’d love to see it. Find out what’s possible and submit it via offsidezine.wordpress.com.
		
											Until next issue,
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All That Desire: Talking to Betsy Struthers
Betsy Struthers releases her newest book of poetry All That Desire,
with Black Moss Press this spring 2012. offSIDE had the chance to ask
Betsy a few questions about the prolific history of work that went into
the collection.

offSIDE

offSIDE: All That Desire is a new and selected poetry collection;
what was the process like choosing works for this book?
Betsy Struthers: From the beginning, I knew this would be a thematic,
not chronological selection, and once I realized what the themes would
be—travel, the Other, birth, love, death, poems with a political edge,
family stories—it became clearer what could be left out. But my first
draft was much more a “collected” than a “selected”!
I relied on the advice of fellow poets with whom I’ve workshopped
over the years, Roger Bell, Lea Harper, Susan McMaster, and Florence
Treadwell, to refine the selection. Marty Gervais read over the second
draft and made more suggestions and you, Kate, were a fine editor as well.
I also thought a lot about what the “new” poems could/should
be. In reading other poets’ selected, I noted that many included a prose
introduction or afterword, which talked about their selection process
and/or the genesis of their work. This prompted the idea of writing
poems about writing, about my writing in particular, and using the
workshop catchphrases that I’ve used for years (“Write what you know,”
“Show, don’t tell,” etc.) as titles. So each thematic section begins with
one of these new pieces that shows (doesn’t tell) where the inspiration
for the poems in the section came from.

O: How has your writing changed over the years that make up All That
Desire?
BS: In the beginning, with Censored Letters, I told stories in free verse—the
beginning of my obsession with “the Other,” the woman who was not me but
whose life I could imagine clearly as my own, in different circumstances and taking
different decisions. Many of these poems are in the second or third person. Over
time, I’ve both allowed the poems to become more personal (though not strictly
autobiographical) and more structured, using stricter internal rhythms for instance
and more internal and/or off rhymes, especially in the newest prose poems.

O: Many of your poems focus on family. How important is family to your work?
BS: Because family is both the most personal and most universal relationship, the locus of love, birth and death,
it’s the natural subject for poetry that, by focusing on the intimate reflects collective experience. Every family has
its own myths of creation and survival, its own cruelties and joys, its own kind of politics. So, to write about family
is to write about the world.
O: Many of your poems deal with historical situations. What kind of research went into these poems?
BS: Oh, some of the poems are simply made up! Seriously, they come from a confluence of emotion, idea, experience,
and memory: what I’ve read, been told, observed. Some stories simply demand expression. In writing Censored
Letters, which retells the myth of Penelope through the story of a woman whose husband goes off to fight in the
First World War, I read not only many fictional and non-fictional accounts of that conflict both in the field and
on the home front, but also biographies—and the letters my parents exchanged in the Second World War. When
I learned that one of my ancestors married the sister of Henry Alline, the “New Light Prophet to the Maritimes”
in the late eighteenth century, I read his autobiography and several books about him—and the poems just had to
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“

I hope that the
poems in All
That Desire will
provoke readers
to seek out the
original books
to see where the
poems come from.
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be written. The family histories contained in the section “Family Matters” come not only from stories my mother has
told but stories told by friends about their family origins. So which comes first, research or poems, is kind of a chicken
and egg situation.
O: Several of your books have been published by Black Moss. What makes you keep returning to this publisher?
BS: Black Moss publishes beautiful books, where form and content perfectly mesh. They fit the hand as well as the
heart. The physical object and design—the size of the book, the quality of the paper inside and used for the cover, the
fonts, the cover image—all complement the poems. I’m very proud to show off the books. And greatly honoured that
Black Moss continues to support my work.

offSIDE

O: What are you currently working on? What can we expect from you in the future?
BS: I have become more interested in experimenting with the poetic line, pushing it into story while maintaining the
cadence and lyrical voice of the poem. It’s a kind of “interstitial” writing, that crosses the genre boundary between
poetry and prose, the confessional and fiction. Relay, which Black Moss published in 2010, consists of a series of short
fictions written in this mode. My work in progress, The World Is Dangerous, continues this exploration of form and
narrative in stories that look at how a mother’s mental imbalance affects her daughter throughout her life, in childhood
and in her own marriage. This also harks back to my continuing fascination with family relationships, the stories the
family tells out loud, the stories it keeps hidden, the stories of what happened in the past that tell on the present.

For more information on Betsy Struthers and All That Desire visit blackmosspress.com.

A Catalogue of Lives and Deaths
1. How They Lived
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A peddler, a pauper,
a long line of farmers.
Many soldiers, some sailors,
two pilots. One preacher.

Two pianists, no singers.
Church organist, no dancers.
One artist. One author.
No athletes or actors.
Homemakers, seamstress,
boardinghouse keeper. Pieceworkers. Shop clerks. All
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Few rich men, most poor men.
One doctor, four lawyers.
Salesmen, day labourers,
morticians, manager.
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2. How They Died
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Childbirth. Pneumonia.
Failing hearts.
At home in their own beds.
In a nursing home. In hospital
surrounded by family whispering
prayers. Alone, wrestling
potatoes out of frozen sod.
Lost in a blizzard between
house and barn. In a peasoup
fog. In a storm at sea.
A privateer sentenced
to be hanged. Mustard gas.
Shelled. Jumped
at the end of her rope.
Fell down a well. Fell
from a stagecoach, horse
kick to the head. Fell
under a streetcar, scarf
caught in its wheels. Fell
out of a cherry tree

at the age of 95, felled
by her lust for jam.
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No last words recorded.
Their names on lichened
stone: four Elizabeths, three
James, a couple of Johns, two
Marys, a Marie. Edward, Elisha,
and Irma. Heber and Jotham.
A Patience, Remember, and
Mercy.
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Canada’s Poet Laureate: Talking to Fred Wah
by Lance writer Sarah Hurst
photo by Marty Gervais

“

Fred Wah, a multi-award winning poet with nearly 40 years of experience and Canada’s Parliamentary Poet Laureate, read
at the Capitol Theatre and chatted about his writing with Marty Gervais March 5th, as well as participating in an intimate
discussion at the University of Windsor on the 6th.

offSIDE

“I think that the University of Windsor is at the forefront of
contemporary poetry,” Wah said. “The English department is
very knowledgeable about contemporary writing.”
A bill established Canada’s Poet Laureate position in 2001 to
promote Canadian literature and culture across the country.
“It was sort of created for the digital age,” Wah said. “In
other words, the senator was a little frightened by the digital
movement in literature and wanted to see more of a traditional
stance towards poetry. I think [the government] was also
picking up on the fact that Britain has had a Poet Laureate for
600 years, the United States has had a Poet Laureate for the
last 70 years and Canada didn’t have one.”
Wah was named to the two-year position this past December.
The Poet Laureate may do a number of different things,
however there are certain traditional expectations. The
Speaker of the House of Commons and the Speaker of the

Find out what’s
been done. Find
out what’s new,
what’s possible.
- Fred Wah

Senate can request the Laureate to compose specific poems, such as when Wah was asked to write a poem for the
Queen’s Jubilee.
Other duties of the Poet Laureate include developing programs through the Parliamentary Library, developing programs for
teachers of Canadian literature and symbolically representing Canadian culture nationally and internationally.
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“It’s not a job; it’s an honorific position,” stated Wah.
Outside Canada, the Poet Laureate shows other countries and artists what Canadian publishing and cultural production is
capable of, as well as the range of literature that has been created here, particularly poetry. But, Wah also believes there is also
a lot of work to be done in that area right at home.

Wah finds that current trends in poetry are leaning more towards digital writing and experimenting with technology.
“Positively, it has opened up avenues of publishing and communication a lot more. Online publishing has become a much
more accessible way to publish and share work.” The Internet has helped to create digital communities, which Wah explained
as “broader communities in communication and thinking.”
“Negatively,” he said, “[The Internet] takes so much time out of everyone’s life … People communicate more, however, some
of that communication is very superficial. Social media doesn’t necessarily promote deep reflection or consideration.”
As Poet Laureate, Wah is hoping to find a way to use the digital environment to make poetry, along with his position, more
prominent in the minds of Canadians. Wah would like poetry and the arts to be taken more seriously in Canada, and be made
more available to the public.
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“Within Canada, the thing I am most interested in is helping primary and secondary school teachers to have the [necessary]
tools to teach Canadian literature. In a lot of provinces, there is no requirement that Canadian poetry be taught in school. A
lot of our students just aren’t aware of the great range of Canadian poetry.”
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For that to happen, poetry has to be more engaging and more pertinent to today’s issues. “Most Canadians have a
particular attitude about what poetry should be and I don’t think they question that too much,” explained Wah.
Since his first book, Lardeau, in 1965, Wah has published more than 20 books, receiving the Governor General’s Award
for Poetry for Waiting For Saskatchewan in 1985. His most recent book, is a door, was released in 2009.
Presently, Wah is “just trying to keep up with all of the requests for poems.” He is also collaborating on a project that
deals with “Chineseness,” ideas that involve how the history of the Chinese in Western Canada is perceived. Wah’s father
was raised in China and Wah himself was raised in British Columbia.

offSIDE

“It’s a historical project,” said Wah, whose mixed heritage has always featured heavily in his writing. “However, we’re
looking at ways to be a bit more innovative about it.”
Wah encourages young writers to explore and play with language themselves, question the forms they are interested in
and read more.“Find out what’s been done, find out what’s new, what’s possible.”
“Poetry is a language art and I think one of the problems we all face when we come to any of the arts is our assumption
that is the way it is, that is the way it will be.”
This article originally appeared in the February 28th, 2012 issue of The Lance and is reproduced here with permission.

guest article: Life as a Library Cormorant by Karen Mulhallen

I am often asked what I read, who are my favourite writers, and as an editor
all replies put me in the danger zone. The truth is that I read everything
and anything and I have no path or pattern to my reading. I read my
contemporaries whom I know personally, contemporaries whom other
people recommend, I read weird and technical books on the human brain, and
investigations of the natural world and the oceans of the world, and I reread
classics, like Stendhal, Tolstoi, Proust. For years, I gave myself the regimen that
for every contemporary book I would read an old book—whatever old might mean,
mainly, but not only, nineteenth century.
Lately I have been more lazy, or more open, depending on your view,
and I follow my nose or my place. At least once a year I go on retreat
to write to Toronto Island, to Gibraltar Point at Artscape. There
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A couple centuries ago, the great English Romantic poet, Samuel
Taylor Coleridge wrote to a friend that by the time he left his adolescence
he had read everything! We can discount the enthusiastic calculation of some
one very young, or at least of someone looking back on his youth, but there is a
kernel here that has always intrigued me. That of course is the notion that in
order to be a writer you must read. Writing comes from reading, from other
books, other writers. Here is arguably one of the three or four greatest
English writers of the Romantic era. A writer who also had a toehold in
philosophy, in literary theory and even in art criticism. The route to this
great accomplishment, Coleridge seems to be saying, was reading.
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is a small library at Artscape and there I pick up books and devour them voraciously, and I choose at random as the
serendipity of the library presents itself to me. For me books are both a necessity and a luxury. The luxury comes from
time, or the lack of it. The necessity seems self-evident, for books carry the spiritual history of humanity and every
writer must be in touch with this spirit in order to survive.

offSIDE

In that same letter to his friend, Coleridge called himself a library cormorant, and talked about his immersion in all
manner of out of the way books. Books and their readers together make a living history, and they are not mired in
fixed temporal schemes but interact in the present. As an editor and writer and teacher I have never lost that sense
that when I enter a book I encounter another soul and that I am transformed by the texts to which I give myself.
I have been thinking a lot lately about this whole process of transformation. I have been editing Descant for four
decades, while I have been growing as a writer and a teacher. Although a lot of people might see editing and writing
and reading and teaching as quite distinct activities, I have never felt that I edited with one hand and wrote with
the other, or that I talked about a writer with a different brain than the one with which I wrote. There is a music to
thought and a rhythm to speech and together they make a melody, which we call communication.

Karen Mulhallen
is an English teacher and a literary and visual arts scholar whose area of academic research
is illustrated English books in the eighteenth century and in particular the art of William
Blake. She has spent a life time working on magazines and is interested in the area where
politics and culture overlap. Karen has published 16 books and numerous articles, including
anthologies, a travel-fiction memoir, poetry and criticism. She has edited more than 100
issues of Descant magazine.

Julie Sando
is an artist –
photographer,
collagist and
record collector.

I’m teaching my son to drive
a standard transmission. We
take advantage of breaks in
the swamp of homework and
daily obligations to practice.
While instructing, I hear
myself struggling to verbally
describe a process I know
intuitively using words like:
idle, rev, shift and change.
In my down time, I’m using
my camera-phone to work
through compositions and
concepts. It’s one of the
things I enjoy most, panning
around, seeking that weird
little rush that comes when I
find something new.
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She received her
Master of Fine
Arts degree from
West Virginia
University in 1997
and a Bachelor of
Fine Arts from
the University of
Windsor in 1992.
Since then, she
has; exhibited
her photographs,
worked as public
relations officer
and taught courses
for the School
of Visual Arts at
the University of
Windsor.

Idle and Shift:
The Photography
of Julie Sando
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I often turn my attention to the novelty of
store window dressings and the graphics
of their signage. The glossiness of these
windows makes me think of them as
automatically composed photographs.
My approach to creating this kind of street
photography is—zippy.
If I’m not driving, I’m crossing the road to walk
briskly on the sunny side of the street.
I don’t want to think about my reflection in
the window like a mirror or about strategies
of advertising (vanity and consumerism: two
of the many unseen forces actively engaging
any pedestrian)—but I can’t help it.
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To see anything in these sun-soaked displays
or to find some fresh commentary on the
constructions we have built therefore requires
some kind of shift.

What I am suggesting, is that such window
signs reveal geographic / economic and social
divisions as much as they are charming. If the
viewer looks beyond the grime and weatherbeaten surfaces—the images (hopefully) begin
to counter their own simplicity.
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I’m thinking some designers might not see the
charm in the use of font as image in Slimming
Patches or the heavy-handed (kitsch) vinyl
calligraphy in Life, but these are the signs—I
love. These lively offerings are left to fade in
the sun while more generic designs are turned
around frequently in the faux windows of bigbox and franchise stores.
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I’ve chosen, the windows of independently
owned stores or advertising sites caught
in the process of change (e.g. Blue and
Sophisticated). In addition, there are promises
of change and transformation offered in the
window signs themselves…
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(become more sophisticated, more slim or
more French manicured as in Faded Nails).
Here, the mundane and the poignant
qualities surface and these sites are laid bare
and open to visual analysis. The metaphors
are there also, (albeit in a compressed and
intensified manner)
—and these preoccupations will keep me
shooting.
all snapshot images in the Idle and Shift suite
are untitled (described as: Faded Nails, Blue,
Sophisticated, Life, Slimming Patches)

Brian
Jansen
is a PhD student
in English
Literature and
Creative Writing
at the University
of Calgary. His
creative work has
most recently
appeared in the
Windsor Review.

“How to Woo Fiends and Inflame Pee-holes”

[with apologies to How to Win Friends and Influence People]
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Don't cauterize, concatenate or constrain. Give honey-fuggle and sacrosanct apprehension.
Aromatize in the other persorption an eagle wantum. Become geochronologically infected in
other pee-holes. Smell. Remilitarize that a mammory's namelessness is to him the sweet-andsourest and most impotent sousaphone in any langspiel. Be a good Listerine. Encourage otters
to tock about theocracy. Tack in the termites of the udder mammory's incest. Make-believe
the udder purse, son—feel impotent and do it sinisterly. Evoke argyle. Shower resplendence
for the udder persecutee's ophthalmology. Never Penn & Teller someone they are wrong.
If you're wrong, admit it queerly and emphysemically. Beguile in a friendless way. StarCraft
II with quests the udder per se will anisette yes to. Let the other Persian do the toking. Let
the udder perv’s son feel the ideology is his/hers. Try honorarily to see thingamajigs from
the udder per se's point of Vietnamese. Symphony with the otter purse, son. Appal to no-bill
motorails. Drawing-room your ideologies. Throw down a chalupa. Beguile with prays and
oncologist approbation. Call attorney-general to utter pee-hole's missed steaks indigently.
Tock about your own missed steaks first. Cull a tension to other peepholes mist stakes indoorrectally. Ass quests, son, instead of erectly giving hors d’oeuvres. Let the udder portion shave
face. Praise every imprudence. Give them a fine republic to level up to. Encourage them by
making their vaults seem easy to erect. Make the otter Persian haptotropic about doing what
you digest.
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Garden Centre
I remember picking the dead leaves from geraniums
I remember my phone ringing with your late night phone calls from Montreal
I remember a summer of pulling weeds and spreading red mulch
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I remember not being able to taste the ham in my sandwich
I remember being soaked with rain in a coat not my own
I remember an Italian man’s “Fucka you” as I loaded and counted rolls of sod
I remember lifting bag after bag of gravel while he just watched
(I remember your absence but cannot hold it against you)
I remember the dance I made as I collected flower petals with a broom
I remember the taste of Round-Up,
						caught in the wind
I remember the coolness of the trunk of a growing tree as I watered it
I remember birds wrestling, making love in the rafters
I remember a world that was only that wet summer, and 510 kilometres of space.

Jess
Taylor
is the founder of
the EW Reading
Series (facebook.
com/EWreading).
She is a fiction
and non-fiction
writer, a poet,
an artist, and a
musician. After
growing up in the
remote and often
forgotten town of
Palgrave, Ontario,
she has moved to
Toronto, Ontario.
She is attending
the University of
Toronto for their
English in the
Field of Creative
Writing M.A.
program. To read,
listen to, and
see more of Jess
Taylor, check out:
jesstaywriter.com.

Priscilla
Bernauer

If you’ve never been to Canada, you can’t see what we see at Niagara Falls firsthand.
Sometimes I hear older people say “internet” in the same tone as “cocaine”.
But that’s enough of that/
Apples is the name of a man, a misogynist who loves math
Gripping North Carolina between his index finger and thumb, saying
“time to smoke, I guess”.
And the snake’s tongue goes tap tap on the alveolar ridge
/kids these days are horrible at finding socks for the elderly.
shush, Manitoba./
This generation is doomed, the one born every year
Whores are critically acclaimed, Theodora chuckles
/The worst thing they could decide is that time is relative.
Put a limit on the cosmos.
Tell Andromeda that when you finally reach her in 2,000 light years you will take her out for coffee and
biscotti.
Ignore Venus and her retrograde reasoning because it doesn’t make sense to Earth’s axis.
But I’ve seen stars and galaxies in my bathtub. I’ve seen giant bubbles pop like the end of a star and all
matter get sucked into the black hole drain./
By all means, standardize the wind.
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is a full time
student studying
English and
Creative Writing.
Besides being
a profound
eirophile, she
prides herself
on her constant
neuroticism and
the casual worry
of being pulled
into Narnia
whenever she
looks through her
closet. She has
been published
in various
chapbooks and in
The Lance.

Aeolian Liar
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getting free from the lies & bondage
by rev. dr. jerry schmoyer
you were traveling		
people were lined		
got in line.

in another country
up to enter so you
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applauded and 		
cheered as a man
w/ a large tray			
wild music started
to play & lights 		
flashed on & off.
the man lifts one		
corner of the towel
& the another			
the audience to
catch a glimpse.
peopled cheered		
louder & louder
towel removed			
lights dimmed.
what you saw			
before all went
dark was a 			
nice, fresh
		pork chop.
was something			
their appetite?

wrong w/

Sarah
Morris
Creative Writing
B.A (Hons.)
(7/8th) spends
her time writing,
socializing,
politicizing,
and radio
programming.

you noticed			
a magazine
w/ pictures of
		pork chops
				on the cover.
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		pork chops
				to sell cars
mufflers			clothing.

have you caught		
my analogy yet?
that is the way our		
country is about
		
sex
“it’s different”			
you say.
		
pork chop lust
seeing it as normal		
is result of
growing up in 			
20th century
western culture.
		sexual addition
more & more			
common
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tv & movies			
rated to
how much
		pork chop
was shown.			
jokes focused on
		pork chops.

offSIDE
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70% of Christian		
men
struggle.			
expose the lies of
		pork-chop culture.
our culture is 			
based on lies about
		
sex
pleasure & fun			
are the highest goals
		
sex
is the ultimate 			
achievement.
the first lie is that		
“it’s not a problem!”
is it a problem?		
or not?
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